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General Comment 
At a time that the people want to invest in socially, environmentally and climatically responsible 
companies, America and America's investors do not need the Trump Administration through the 
US. Department of Labor to tell money managers to only consider a financial return when 
deciding on which stocks, bonds and mutual funds to invest in. There are so many things that go 
into the decision to which companies an investor invests in.By insisting on money manager to 
only consider the financial return, you are taking away the first amendment opportunity for 
investors to make a statement, being it political, moral, social, environmental or being climatic 
responsible, to the administration and to the owners, C.E.Os of companies that investors did not 
invest in that many investors are not pleased with their plans. 
 
There are many people, myself included, that want to invest in companies that do the right 
things, in companies that are led by good people that will not do anything for a buck. We the 
people do not need the Trump Administration to tell me which companies to invest in. 
 
It is true that many people invest in companies as a way of trying to make more for themselves 
right now or for their future of retirement, but we each have other things we consider. Please do 
not remove the other things that money managers should consider when investing people's 
money. Investing money is a very personal thing to consider, please do not stop people from 
using their values when deciding whom to invest with.  
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